Australian
International
Education 2025
A Toolkit for the Australian
education and training industry

Using consortia for large
scale borderless and
offshore opportunities

Working in a consortium to achieve
international success
This Toolkit provides a step-by-step guide
for Australian education and training
providers to use a consortium model to
pursue large scale borderless and offshore
opportunities, in line with the AIE2025
game-changer of competing at scale.
Competing at scale is one of six game-changing
themes with the potential to give Australia's
international education sector a key competitive
advantage.
Consortia provide a means to deliver on a larger scale,
and also an opportunity to partner with other providers
with unique strengths to form a world-leading offering
targeted to the needs of the market.
In developing the Toolkit interviews were conducted
with more than 50 Australian industry participants from
across government, peak industry bodies, and the
VET, ELICOS, Edtech, and Higher Education
segments. Australian and international case studies of
successful and failed consortia were reviewed to
identify lessons learned. International experts were
also consulted to share best practices of successful
education consortia.
This Toolkit adopts a 7 step approach to success, from
committing to a consortium approach as a potential
business model, through to the opportunity
identification and pursuit, consortium formation, project
delivery and final review. The Toolkit includes a
comprehensive checklist of issues for consideration at
each step, as well as useful links to visit for further
information.
We have found the sequence of steps to working
successfully in a consortium, may be fluid, but the
issues for consideration remain.
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7 steps for success - the Consortium
Continuum
The lifecycle of a consortium is a continuum with a fluid process. A consortium may be formed
either in response to an opportunity or a consortium may be formed first and opportunities
explored based on the expertise of consortium members.
We identified 7 important steps which provide a framework to this fluid process. These steps act
as a guide to using a consortium model for large scale borderless and offshore opportunities.

Commit to a
consortium approach

Review outcomes
and adjust
approach as
necessary

Identify
international
opportunities and
partners

Deliver
to the
opportunity

Analyse
opportunity
feasibility

Formalise
the consortium
structure

Respond
to the
opportunity

“An organisation of several businesses joining
together as a group for a shared purpose”
Macquarie/Cambridge dictionaries
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Types of consortia and approach
to formation
Through research two types of approaches to consortia formation and three common types of
consortia business models were identified:

Proactive
approach

Model: Members first come together, articulate their joint offering and collective value
proposition, then identify opportunities based on the consortium’s collective offering and
strengths.
Examples: OES & Swinburne Online; and Queensland Education & Skills Consortium

Reactive or
opportunistic
approach

Model: A consortium formed in direct response to a presented opportunity and companies
agree to work together to jointly pursue. Having a known and trusted network increases the
likelihood of success of this model.
Examples: Victoria Oil & Gas; UK colleges in Saudi Arabia
Members: Education and training providers and industry players work together to bring
specific expertise to deliver a holistic solution for a particular industry.

Industry
focussed
consortia

Value Proposition: Industry members provide insights for course design relevant to the
target country and potential job outcomes for students, and education providers bring
curriculum and delivery experience.
Typical solutions/opportunities: Skills development in emerging economies for specific
industries.
Example: German automotive companies and VET providers solution in India; Queensland
mining consortium formed for industry opportunities in Latin America

State /
territory
focussed
consortia

Members: Education and training providers from a state/territory work together. State/territory
government may provide funding, business development support and opportunities, and bring
suitable parties together and facilitate communications.
Value Proposition: Government support brings credence to the venture especially in
developing economies where the imprimatur of government is important.
Typical solutions/opportunities: In response to foreign government led opportunities and
request for proposals, or specific geographical pursuits.
Examples: Queensland Skills & Education Consortium; Victoria Oil & Gas Consortium

Members: Edtech companies, education providers and/or industry players

Edtecheducation
provider
consortia

Value Proposition: Edtech companies bring online delivery solutions, agility, plug and play
platforms, and other tools for learner engagement like gamification. Education providers bring
tested curriculum and academic rigour. Edtech companies are born global and tend to work
internationally and may bring in-country connections which could benefit the consortium.

Typical solutions/opportunities: Corporate, industry or professional training courses
delivered on-line.
Examples: Online Education Services & Swinburne Online, NSW Global Scope
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Consortia case study
Approach:
Reactive or opportunistic approach

Business Model:
State / territory focussed consortia

Consortium: Victorian Oil & Gas Consortium
Solution: Delivering targeted and industry supported skills training for the oil and gas sector.

Members: Five Victorian TAFEs: Box Hill Institute, Chisholm Institute, Federation Training,
Melbourne Polytechnic and The Gordon.
The requirements for training were at a scale and range of expertise that would have been difficult
to meet in isolation, but could be achieved using a specific capability-based focus provided by
each member.
Key takeaways from the success:
1. Participants reported that a lead member was crucial, as this aided the coordination of input
from the other consortia members. The Victorian government was also a key facilitator, who
supported greater cooperation between the Victorian TAFEs.
2. Each consortium member had nominated a specific niche area of expertise, in line with their
capabilities. This was well received by the education consultant who was managing the
Australian awards program, who recognised the consortium’s ability to meet the requirements
of the training both in terms of breadth and expertise.
3. Courses were delivered across Indonesia and Australia, requiring substantial in-country
knowledge. Deep in-country relationships and the use of local partners meant the consortium
was better received in Indonesia. It could deliver localised content in Bahasa where needed,
and had an Australian contact base, supporting network development.
4. Trusted partner relationships proved important. Negotiation at the formation stage required
some work to agree upon an equitable contract, but this process ran smoothly given a
willingness by members to ensure the final outcome was successful.
Post delivery outcome: These relationships have an ongoing benefit. Members have now begun
to pursue new opportunities together, with high levels of trust given their experience in working
together. This means they are more responsive to new opportunities and competitive to
international customers.
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Using this toolkit
Working as part of a consortium provides a means to deliver on a larger
scale, and also an opportunity to partner with other providers with unique
strengths to form a world-leading offering targeted to the needs of the
market. It has the potential to propel Australian providers into much broader
and lucrative markets.
To date, working in consortia has been used in only a few cases successfully by Australian
education and training companies to respond to international opportunities. However our research
has found it allows members to address challenges of scale, breadth of capability, manage risks,
improve brand and share costs associated with market entry. This is especially true for large scale
international opportunities where one small provider would not have the resources nor breadth of
capability to compete.
This toolkit provides a step-by-step guide to achieve the benefits of using a consortium model for
large scale borderless and offshore opportunities.
The toolkit’s sequence of steps for consideration will be fluid. Companies may enter the
consortium continuum at different steps based on both the approach of the consortium’s business
formation and the business model used as summarised on page 4 of the toolkit.

i

For
consideration

Provides a checklist of items for consideration by
management or board of SMEs during each stage of a
consortium

Insights from
Industry

Pertinent insights and experiences shared from the
interviews conducted across government, peak
bodies, and your industry peers

Useful links

Links that provide additional tools and information
sources that may help you with the particular stage of
the consortium process
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Step 1: Commit to a consortium approach
FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

Each potential consortium member to define their unique approach and offering to a potential
consortium and how this fits its own international strategy:
a) Define objective of using a consortium model: e.g. to increase scale, or bring in market/
product expertise to complement own, or defray/ disperse risk, etc.
b) Articulate what types of consortium partners you need, your organisation’s offering, risk
appetite and allowable investment levels.

2.

Each potential consortium member to confirm that using a consortium model is a viable
approach for their organisation:
a) Review the benefits and costs for specific business.
b) Evaluate the skills and the competencies that an organisation would bring to a
consortium.
c) Seek management or board commitment.
d) Seek approval for resource allocation including finances to enable international travel
and shared promotion.

3.

If management or board approval is received and resources are able to be allocated proceed
to next steps.

4.

Indicate openness to working in a consortium to industry peak bodies, state and territory
governments and Austrade.

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
“Collaborating with other providers in Australia on domestic opportunities allowed
us to understand our own competitive advantage as well as the capabilities of
potential partners. It helped build trust and made it easier to venture overseas
together.” - RTO member of a state-led training consortium

i

USEFUL LINKS

• Austrade Services: www.austrade.gov.au/Australian/Education/Services
• Working in Consortium: www.business.qld.gov.au/running-business/marketingsales/tendering/competitive/collaborative/consortium
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Step 2: Identify international opportunities
and partners
FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

Use of a range of channels to identify international opportunities including (but not limited to):
a) Trade missions and market visits.
b) In-country agents, consultants and business networks.
c) Relationship development with industry operators and peak bodies in-country.
d) Austrade and state/territory trade promotion bodies.
e) Australian companies located in international markets.
f) Market research and intelligence e.g. Austrade’s Market Information Package (MIP).

2.

Identify potential Australian and international partners:
a) Use existing industry or geographical networks.
b) Talk to governments for introductions to like-minded companies.
c) Research other organisations (education or industry) who may complement your service
offering.

3.

Understand the capability of potential partners and what they will contribute to the consortium
through research, meetings and industry sources.

4.

Each potential member to commit to working in a consortium.

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
“We have found that different countries require different approaches to identifying
and pursuing opportunities. Projects with high levels of government control and
interest are best explored using government channels, while industry focused
opportunities led by the private sector benefit from in-country relationship
development.” - RTO

i

USEFUL LINKS

• Austrade Market Information Package:
www.austrade.gov.au/Australian/Education/Services/Market-Information-Package
• Victorian Government: www.trade.vic.gov.au/how-we-can-help/programs-trade-missions-andevents/programs-and-events
• South Australian Government: www.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/investment/business-missions
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Step 3: Analyse opportunity feasibility
FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

Identify and agree consortium members based on initial opportunity analysis.

2.

Calculate the cost of responding to the opportunity including resources and expenses.

3.

Review commercial viability and size of the proposed opportunity with independent verification
if needed. Analyse timing, customer need, ability to compete, pricing requirements,
qualification outcome requirements, possible margins and likely return on investment.

4.

Agree broad responsibilities of the consortium including scope of each member, contribution of
each member in terms of people (operating model), resources (business model) and financial
investment.

5.

Identify lead person/organisation for the proposed consortium pursuit.

6.

Commence liaison with customer, government or overseas partner as applicable in market of
interest. Undertake visits where required to fully understand customer, market dynamics and
required delivery models.

7.

Commence more formal due diligence into partners and customer (e.g. reference checks,
financial viability, operational capability etc.).

8.

If feasibility results are positive and due diligence on potential partners raises no red flags then
proceed to next step of responding to the opportunity.

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
“Quantitative analysis of the opportunity and due diligence on both partners and
the customer is key to making an informed decision about progressing with an
opportunity” – Edtech player

i

USEFUL LINKS

• Feasibility Study Templates: www.brighthubpm.com/project-planning/63692-project-feasibilitystudy-samples/
• Austrade - how to export: www.austrade.gov.au/Australian/Export/guide-to-exporting
• Export Essentials: www.efic.gov.au/education-and-tools/export-essentials-app
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Step 4: Respond to the opportunity
FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

Form a ‘consortium pursuit group’ from members of the consortium. Include government
supported resources to respond to the opportunity if relevant and available.

2.

Prepare joint response to the opportunity. This could be a business plan or proposal
depending on the type of opportunity.
a) It should cover relevant aspects of how the consortium will work together to cover
customer specifications and needs, technology requirements, curriculum, job outcomes,
the qualification framework applicable, quality assurance and delivery.
b) It should emphasise the value proposition that the consortium brings together including
competitive advantages over standalone solutions.

3.

Formalise and agree on the business model and operating model for the consortium including
revenue sharing model and delivery model.

4.

Submit response to tenderer/ customer as applicable or submit business plan to consortium
members for sign off.

5.

If response is successful proceed to formal consortium formation, if not proceed to step 7 Review outcomes and adjust approach as necessary.

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
“Whilst the negotiation step took some time, it was worthwhile, because we now
have a good level of trust amongst all members of the consortia, and each member
is satisfied with issues around revenue and cost sharing” – TAFE member of an
industry focused consortium

i

USEFUL LINKS

• Austrade consortia page, contacts: www.austrade.gov.au/consortia
• Queensland Government: www.tiq.qld.gov.au/iet-strategy/iet-partnership-fund/
• South Australia Government: www.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/investment/export-partnershipprogram
• NSW Government: www.study.sydney/english/news-and-stories/partner-projects/
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Step 5: Formalise the consortium structure
FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

Form a ‘consortium working group’ i.e. selected resources from each member of consortium
who will have delivery responsibility to the customer.
a) Consortium working group to draft terms of reference and agree on the working group
communication and meeting plan to ensure successful delivery.

2.

Form a ‘consortium steering committee’ with senior executives from the consortium who will
have decision making power for escalations of disputes.
a) Define governance structure for decision making processes including processes for
escalation and dispute resolution; managing performance (under or non-performance).

3.

Define operating model for the consortium (organisation structure and resourcing).

4.

Define legal model (see page 9) for the consortium. Each partner should seek independent
legal and financial advice covering items such as setting up entities, contractual terms, IP
ownership, servicing of those contracts, etc.

5.

Define and negotiate the consortium contract or memorandum of understanding or partnership
agreement.

6.

Define terms and conditions for exit of a consortium member (voluntary or otherwise).

7.

Negotiate and sign contract for the opportunity with overseas customer/partner.

8.

If the consortium is agreed on and contracts signed proceed to next step of delivery.

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
“Formalising consortia can take some time, you need to be patient around this.
Partner trust can be hard to develop but getting it right is important to ensure you
jointly deliver a quality product to your clients” – TAFE member of a state
consortium

i

USEFUL LINKS

• Guide for developing business plan: www.business.gov.au/info/plan-and-start/templates-andtools/checklists/starting-your-business-checklist

• Austrade, legal issues guide: www.austrade.gov.au/Australian/Export/Guide-to-exporting/Legalissues
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Typical legal models for a consortium
1. Lead provider model

•
•
•

The consortium does not have a legal
identity.
A lead organisation is chosen and owns
ultimate contract, it also has
responsibility of risks for the contract.
The partners are sub-contractors to the
project and deliver services via the
managing provider.

2. Managing agent model

•
•

•

An external agent is chosen to manage
the contract, it doesn’t deliver any
services.
Agent charges a management fee and is
generally chosen for their expertise in
contract management, it may understand
nature of work delivered.
Services are provided by consortium
members which act as sub-contractors.

3. Hub and spoke mode

•
•
•

A new legal entity is setup for the
consortium, consortium members
become owners of new legal entity
The new entity will take on the risks
Service delivery can be outsourced to
members and external companies.
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Step 6: Deliver to the opportunity
FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

Implement operating model and setup agreed frequency of meetings.

2.

Implement the consortium solution (e.g. curriculum, technical requirements etc.) for the
customer.

3.

Develop a quality assurance model and implement to monitor quality of delivery, also
considering qualification outcomes required from the customer.

4.

Consortium working group should conduct regular review of the project delivery and outcomes
covering student outcomes, customer satisfaction, financial metrics, consortium members
satisfaction, performance etc.

5.

Discuss possible adjustments to consortium business, legal or operating model as applicable.

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
“Delivery should be reviewed on a regular basis with consortium members and
input sought on an ongoing basis. This is important to ensure the collective
deliverables remain aligned with quality expectations from the customer. It also
checks that each consortium member’s expectations of the venture are being met”
– RTO experienced in consortium model

i

USEFUL LINKS

For Australian quality assurance guidelines visit:

• Australian Government: www.education.gov.au/quality-and-legislative-frameworks
• Australian Skills Quality Authority: www.asqa.gov.au/standards
• Tertiary Education Quality & Standard Agency: www.teqsa.gov.au
• ELICOS National Standards: www.elicos.com/elicos-standards
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Step 7: Review outcomes and adjust
approach as necessary
FOR CONSIDERATION
1.

At the end of the project, the consortium working group to analyse performance of the
consortium:
a) Compare actual performance versus plan covering key performance indicators (KPIs)
such as financial targets, operating parameters and customer feedback.
b) Identify lessons learned that may used to adjust the business model or operating model in
future projects.

2.

Each member to review own KPIs and decide whether to continue with the consortium.

3.

Consortium working group to review outcomes and recommend next steps for the consortium
such as:
a) Maintain the consortium: Develop a standing business development working group to
pursue future opportunities and allocate ongoing resources for the consortium.
b) Restructure the consortium: Transfer ownership of program/consortium legal entities to
another party, potentially in response to a new opportunity.
c) Disband the consortium: Wind down including terminating contracts and settling finances.

INSIGHTS FROM INDUSTRY
“We found it very important to review the outcomes of each project we bid for,
whether we were successful or not, to ensure the consortium delivered results for
our business. It also helped us with identifying companies we would like to work
with in the future and refine our approach to business development and responding
to the customer.” – RTO member of a state-led training consortium
“We have agreed on the types of projects we will work on together where we don’t
compete and those we will work on as individual institutions. It has taken some time
to work through this, but its important that as a group we all understand the
consortium’s framework” – Higher education consortium

i

USEFUL LINKS

• Considerations for reviewing project outcomes:
www.pmc.gov.au/sites/default/files/files/pmc/implementation-toolkit-5-monitoring.pdf
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www.austrade.gov.au/AIE2025

